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1. INTRODUCTION
S.Radeleczki et al. pointed out [1,2,6,7] that the notion of the classification system
can be applied in concept lattices. The dual of this notion is introduced by R.Wille
[3, 4, 8]. In addition, S.Radeleczki et al. [1, 2, 6, 7] apply and study the properties
of concept lattices in the process of construction of classification systems. Since any
partition lattice is a particular geometric lattice, an open problem was arisen naturally
( S.Radeleczki [7]): Characterize those atomistic complete lattices whose classifica-
tion lattices are geometric. The solution of this open problem might be useful in the
study of classification systems and concept lattices. Hence, this paper will character-
ize atomistic complete finite lattices whose classification lattices are geometric and
answer the open problem for the finite case.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some basic information
relative to geometric lattices and classification systems. In Section 3, we describe
certain properties on atomistic complete finite lattices related to geometric lattices.
Afterwards, it answers the open problem suggested by S.Radeleczki [7] for the finite
case.
The first author was supported in part by the Nature Science Fund of China, Grant
No. 61572011, 61073121, 61202178, and Nature Science Fund of Hebei Province, Grant
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Some basic notions and results related to posets, lattices and classification systems
are presented in this section.
2.1. Posets and lattices
We review some basic properties and notations of posets and lattices in this sub-
section. For more detail about posets and lattices, please refer to [5].
Lemma 1. (1)(in [5] p.232) A lattice L is semimodular if and only if x^y  x
implies that y  x_y.
(2)(in [5] p.234) A lattice L is called geometric if and only if L is complete, atom-
istic (that is, every element of L is a join of atoms), all atoms are compact, and L is
semimodular.
(3)(in [5] p.234) Any interval Œy;xD fa 2 L j y  a  xg of a geometric lattice
L is again a geometric lattice.
We also need the following statements from [5].
(1) A finite lattice L is semimodular if for all x;y 2 L: the property which x and
y cover x^y implies that x_y covers x and y.
(2) A finite lattice is geometric if it is semimodular and every element is a join of
atoms.
(3) A finite semimodular lattice is characterized by the following property L is
semimodular if and only if for all x;y 2 L, all maximal chains between elements
x;y have the same length, and the height function h of L satisfies h.x/C h.y/ 
h.x^y/Ch.x_y/.
Some notations 1. Let .P;/ be a poset. In this paper, if there is no confusion in
the text, then we use the notation P in stead of .P;/. If P has the greatest element
1, then the height h.1/ is sometimes denoted by h.P /. In P , if y covers x, it is in
notation x  y; if y does not cover x, it is in notation x 6 y; if y  x and y ¤ x,
it is in notation y < x; if y is not less than x, it is denoted by y 6 x; if x and y are
incomparable, it is denoted by xjjy.
2.2. Classification systems
Let us recall some information of classification systems from [7]. For more detail
for classification systems, please see [7].
Definition 1. (1) A nonzero element p of a lattice L is called completely join-
irreducible if for any system of elements xi 2L.i 2 I /; the equality pD_fxi W i 2 I g
implies p D xi0 for some i0 2 I . If any nonzero element of L is a join of completely
join-irreducible elements, then L is called a CJ-generated lattice.
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(2) Let L be a complete lattice. A set S D faj j j 2 J g .J ¤ ¿/ of nonzero
elements of L is called a classification system of L if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(2.1) ai ^aj D 0, for all i ¤ j , where 0 is the least element in L.
(2.2) x D_j2J .x^aj /, for all x 2 L.
Some notations 2. (1) Let L be a CJ-generated complete lattice. The set of all
completely join-irreducible elements of L is denoted by J.L/. For a 2L, let J.a/D
fp 2 J.L/ j p  ag and set _¿D 0.
(2) Let A.L/ denote the set of atoms of a lattice L.
Lemma 2. (1) If S D fai j i 2 I g is a classification system of L, then S D
fJ.ai /; i 2 I g is a partition induced by S on J.L/.
(2) If L is a CJ-generated lattice, then any classification system S D fai j i 2 I g
of L is determined by the partition S , induced by S on J.L/.
(3) Any atomistic lattice L is a CJ-generated lattice with J.L/D A.L/.
Let L be an atomistic complete lattice. For any x 2 Ln0, the set Sx D fxg[fa 2
A.L/ j a^x D 0g is a classification system of L.
(4) Let L be a complete lattice and 1 be the greatest element in L. Then S D f1g
is a classification system.
Definition 2. Let L be a CJ-generated complete lattice and let Sp and Sq be two
classification systems of L. We say that the system Sp is finer than Sq and we write
Sp  Sq , if the partition Sp induced by Sp refines the partition Sq induced by Sq ,
that is, if Sp  Sq .
Lemma 3. (1) Let Cls.L/ denote the set of all classification systems of a CJ-
generated complete lattice L. Then, .C ls.L/;/ is a complete lattice.
.C ls.L/;/ or Cls.L/ for short, is called the classification lattice of the lattice
L.
(2) The least element of the lattice Cls.L/, that is, the finest classification system
of L, is the same as S0 D^fS j S 2 Cls.L/g.
Remark 1. Let L be an atomistic complete lattice.
(1) In this paper, S0 stands for fa j a 2 A.L/g, S1 is f1g, and Sx represents fxg[
fa 2 A.L/ j a 6 xg for any x 2 Ln0.
(2) For any x 2 L n 0, using the (3) in Lemma 1, we may easily know that Sx D
fxg[ fa 2 A.L/ j a^x D 0g is a classification system of L. In addition, in light of
the (2) in Lemma 3, S0 D fa j a 2 A.L/g 2 Cls.L/ holds, and Sa D S0 is true for
any a 2 A.L/.
(3) Let S 2 Cls.L/. Then according to the (2) of Definition 1, there is S D Sx for
some x 2 L n 0, or S D fxi 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ j i 2 I g[ fa 2 A.L/ j a 6 xi ; i 2 I g
where xp ^xq D 0;.p ¤ qIp;q 2 I / and jI j  2.
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For convenient, if S D fxi 2Ln .A.L/[0/ j i 2 I g[fa 2A.L/ j a 6 xi ; i 2 I g 2
Cls.L/, then it is denoted by Sxi ;i2I . And further, when I D f1;2; : : : ;ng, Sxi ;i2I is
sometimes denoted as Sx1x2:::xn .
(4) Let S D Sx1x2:::xn . By Definition 1 and the (3) above, it is easily to find
S D Sxi1xi2 :::xin where i1; i2; : : : ; in is an arbitrary permutation of 1;2; : : : ;n.
(5) Let x 2Ln.A.L/[0/. By the discussion beyond, we easily obtainCls.Œ0;x/D
ŒS0;Sx in which ŒS0;Sx is an interval in Cls.L/ and Œ0;x is an interval in L.
Some notations 3. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice.
(1) Let F k denote fx 2 L j x has height k in Lg, .k D 2; : : : ;h.L//.
(2) For any x 2 L and l  h.x/, let F l.x/ D fy 2 L j y 2 F l andy  xg and
C.x/D fy 2L j x covers y in Lg. F 1 is also in notation A.x/D fa 2A.L/ j a xg
for any x 2 L.
3. ANSWER TO THE OPEN PROBLEM
In this section, we will discover the characterizations of atomistic complete finite
lattices whose classification lattices are geometric lattices. Therefore, the open prob-
lem, which is repeated in Section 1, will be solved for finite cases.
Theorem 1. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice. If jF 2j D 1, i.e. L has
only one element of height 2. Then Cls.L/ is geometric.
Proof of Theorem 1. It is easily to find Cls.L/D fS0;S1g. Thus, Cls.L/ is geo-
metric. 
In what follows, L always stands for an atomistic complete finite lattice with at
least two elements of height 2. That is to say, F 2 D fx 2 L j x has height 2 in Lg
satisfies jF 2j  2.
First, we may deal with some properties related to Cls.L/.
Lemma 4. Cls.L/ possesses the following properties.
(3.1) Let x;y 2 Ln0. Then x  y, Sx  Sy . Further, x < y, Sx < Sy .
(3.2) Let x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/. If x^y D 0, then Sx _Sy D Sxy .
Furthermore, let xj 2Ln.A.L/[0/; .j 2JI jJj  2/. If xi ^xj D 0;.i;j 2JI i ¤
j /, then_j2JSxj D Sxj ;j2J .
(3.3) Let x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/. If x^y ¤ 0, then Sx _Sy D Sx_y .
(3.4) A.C ls.L//D fSd j d 2 F 2g.
(3.5) Let S D Sxi ;i2I with 2  jI j. Let S 0 2 Cls.L/. Then the following items
(3.5.1), (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) are true.
(3.5.1) If S 0 D Sy  S holds for some y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/, then there are I D f1;2g,
y D x1 and h.x2/D 2.
(3.5.2) If S 0 ¤ Sy for any y 2 Ln .A.L/[ 0/, S 0  S , and h.xn/D 2 with xn 62 S 0
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in which n 2 I nI1 for a I1  I with jI j D jI1jC1. Then S 0 D Sxi ;i2I1 .
(3.5.3) Let S 0 D Sxi ;i2I1 where I1  I with jI j D jI1jC1. If S 0 satisfies h.xn/D 2
where n 2 I nI1. Then S 0  S holds.
Proof of Lemma 4. We will demonstrate all the results step by step.
Step 1. From Definition 2 with the atomistic property of L, we may easily obtain
item (3.1).
Step 2. We verify item (3.2) using steps 2.1 and 2.2 as follows.
Step 2.1. To prove: for x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/,
x^y D 0) Sx _Sy D Sxy .
If x^y D 0, then Sxy 2 Cls.L/ and Sx;Sy < Sxy according to Definition 2.
Let S 2 Cls.L/ satisfy Sx;Sy < S . Using x ^y D 0 and Definition 2, we may
find out A.x/A.xs/ and A.y/A.ys/ for some xs;ys 2 S . This causes Sxy  S .
Considering Sx;Sy < S with Sxy  S , we may be assured Sx _Sy D Sxy .
Step 2.2. To prove: for xj 2 Ln .A.L/[0/; .j 2 JI jJj  2/,
xi ^xj D 0;.i;j 2 JI i ¤ j /)_j2JSxj D Sxj ;j2J .
Using induction on jJj and item (3.1), we may obtain _j2JSxj  Sxj ;j2J if xi ^
xj D 0;.i;j 2 JI i ¤ j /.
By the (3) in Remark 1, _j2JSxj D Sy holds for some y 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/, or
_j2JSxj D S´1:::´m holds for some ´1; : : : ;´m 2 Ln .A.L/[0/ with 2m.
Suppose that_j2JSxj DSy holds. By item (3.1) and Sxj _j2JSxj ; .j 2J/, we
may determine xj  y .j 2 J/. Furthermore, Sxj ;j2J  Sy is true by Definition 2.
So, it follows Sy D Sxj ;j2J with jJj  2, which is a contradiction to the (2) of
Definition 1.
Suppose that _j2JSxj D S´1:::´m holds for 2  m. Using item (3.1) and Sxj 
S´1:::´m .j 2 J/, we point out xj  j´t ; .j 2 JIjt 2 f1; : : : ;mg/. Utilizing j´t ^
´is D 0.jt ¤ isIjt ; is D 1; : : : ;m/ and the result in the above case, we follow that if
j´t ¤ ´is , then xj ¤ xi ; .i;j 2J/, where xj  j´t and xi  ´is . This impliesA.xj /
A. j´t /; .j 2 JIjt 2 f1; : : : ;mg/ since L is atomistic. Combining items (1) and (2) in
Lemma 2 with Definition 2, Sxj ;j2J  S´1:::´m holds. Hence, Sxj ;j2J  S´1:::´m
is true. Additionally, we decide Sxj  Sxj ;j2J according toA.xj /A.xj /; .j 2J/,
the definitions of Sxj ;j2J and Sxj , and Definition 2. Thus, it follows _j2JSxj 
Sxj ;j2J  S´1:::´m . Therefore, we may be assured Sxj ;j2J D_j2JSxj .
Step 3. To prove item (3.3).
Let x^y¤ 0. Then fx;yg 6 S is true for any S 2Cls.L/. If Sx_Sy D S´1´2:::´n
for any j´ 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/; .j D 1;2; : : : ;nI2  n/. Then, the properties of x 
´1;y  ´2 and ´1 ¤ ´2 taken together follows x^y D 0. This is a contradiction to
x^y ¤ 0. Hence, we confirm x;y  ´1. However, Sx;Sy  S´1 < S´1:::´n D Sx _
Sy follows Sx_Sy  S´1 <S´1:::´n D Sx_Sy , a contradiction. Thus, Sx_Sy D S´
is true for some ´ 2Ln .A.L/[0/. Then, we attain Sx;Sy  Sx _Sy . Furthermore,
we obtain x;y  ´ using item (3.1). Moreover, x_y  ´ holds. So, we determine
Sx_y  S´.
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On the other hand, in view of x;y  x _ y and item (3.1), we obtain Sx;Sy 
Sx_y . Furthermore, we attain Sx _Sy  Sx_y .
Therefore, we have demonstrated Sx _Sy D Sx_y .
Step 4. To prove item (3.4).
Let d 2 F 2. According to Remark 1, we obtain Sd 2 Cls.L/. By item (3.1), it
has S0 < Sd . If S0  S  Sd holds for some S 2 Cls.L/. Then we obtain x 2 S
and x 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. So, 2  h.x/ holds. Furthermore, we find the existence of
dx 2 F 2.x/. Thus, we may obtain S0 < Sdx  S  Sd . Combining S0  S and
S0 < Sdx  S , we find S D Sdx . On the other hand, taking S  Sd , Sdx  S with
h.dx/D h.d/D 2 together, we follow dx D d . Therefore, we attain S0  Sd . Hence,
fSd j d 2 F 2g  A.C ls.L// is true.
IfA.C ls.L//nfSd j d 2F 2g¤¿. Then, there is S 2A.C ls.L//nfSd j d 2F 2g.
This causes y 2 S n .A.L/[ 0/. So, 2  h.y/ is real. Considered the definition of
height function of a lattice in [5], we find dy 2 F 2 with dy  y. Moreover, we
obtain Sdy  S . However, S0  Sdy is known according to the above proof. Hence,
it follows S D Sdy . This is a contradiction to S 62 fSd j d 2 F 2g. In other words,
A.C ls.L//D fSd j d 2 F 2g is true.
Step 5. To prove item (3.5).
Combining S 2 Cls.L/ with Definition 1, we confirm fxi j i 2 T g[ fa 2 A.L/ j
a 6 xi ; i 2 T g 2 Cls.L/ for any T  I .
Step 5.1. This step verifies items (3.5.1) and (3.5.2).
If S 0  S . Then, by the (3) in Remark 1, we may find S 0 D Sy for some y 2
Ln.A.L/[0/ or S 0D S´1´2:::´m with 2m and ´i 2Ln.A.L/[0/; .i D 1; : : : ;m/.
Suppose S 0 D Sy for some y 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. Then, A.y/  A.xi0/ holds for
some i0 2 I . According to xi ^xj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j 2 I /, we confirm that there is one
and only one i0 2 I satisfying A.y/  A.xi0/. In addition, owing to the atomistic
property of Cls.L/, we may find y  xi0 . And further, we obtain Sy  Sxi0 by item
(3.1).
Under the assumption S 0  S and the closest result above, we may infer to jI j D 2.
Otherwise, 3 jI j will follow S 0D Sy  Sxi0 <Sxi0xi1 <Sxi ;i2I D S , a contradic-
tion to S 0  S .
We may assume I D f1;2g and xi0 D x1. In view of S 0 D Sy  Sx1 < S , Sx1 2
Cls.L/ and S 0S , we find Sy DSx1 . Thus, yD x1 holds. Since x2 2Ln.A.L/[0/
causes h.x2/  2. Assume h.x2/ > 2. By the definition of height function in a
lattice, we obtain t < x2 and h.t/D 2. Additionally, 0 t ^x1  x2^x1 D 0 yields
t ^x1 D 0. So, Sx1t 2 Cls.L/ holds. We may easily determine Sx1 < Sx1t < S , a
contradiction to S 0 D Sx1  S . Therefore, we confirm h.x2/D 2.
Suppose S 0 D S´1´2:::´m with 2 m. No harm to assume I D f1;2; : : : ;ng. Tak-
ing S 0 D S´1:::´m  S D Sx1:::xn and xi ^xj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j D 1; : : : ;n/ together,
we find ´i˛1  xj1 ; .˛1 2 I1/; : : : ;´i˛p  xjp ; . p˛ 2 Ip/ in which fi˛t j ˛t 2 Itg f1; : : : ;mg; .t D 1; : : : ;p/I fi˛1 j ˛1 2 I1g [ : : :[ fi˛p j p˛ 2 Ipg D f1; : : : ;mgIfi˛k j
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˛k 2 Ikg\ fi˛l j ˛l 2 Ilg D ¿; .k ¤ l Ik; l D 1; : : : ;p/I fj1;j2; : : : ;jpg  f1; : : : ;ng
and j˛ ¤ jˇ ; .˛ ¤ ˇI˛;ˇ D 1; : : : ;p/. Thus, by the (4) of Remark 1, we may be
assured S´1:::´m D S´i1 ;i12I1;:::;´ip ;ip2Ip  Sxj1 :::xjp < S . Since S´1:::´m  S , we
obtain S 0 D Sxj1 :::xjp  S . In addition, we attain fj1; : : : ;jpg  f1; : : : ;ng.
If p < n 1. Then, according to the (4) of Remark 1 and fj1; : : : ;jpg  f1; : : : ;ng,
we may confirm Sxj1 :::xjp < Sxj1 :::xjpxjpC1 :::xjn 1 < Sxj1 :::xjn D Sx1:::xn D S for a
sub-arrangement j1; : : : ;jp;jpC1; : : : ;jn 1 of 1;2; : : : ;n. This causes a contradiction
to S 0  S . Thus, p D n 1 is true.
Certainly, S 0 D Sxj1 :::xjn 1  S shows that for any t < xjn , there is t ^xj D 0 for
any j 2 fj1; : : : ;jn 1g since 0 t ^xj  xjn ^xj D 0.
Hence, we may obtain h.xjn/D 2. Otherwise, it follows Sxj1 :::xjn 1 <Sxj1 :::xjn 1b
< S for b < xjn and h.b/D 2 according to Definition 2, a contradiction to S 0  S .
Step 5.2. To prove item (3.5.3).
Let S 0 D Sxi1xi2 :::xin 1 D Sxi ;i2I1 2 Cls.L/. Then, it is easily to find S 0 < S .
Suppose S 0 < S 00 < S and S 00 D Sy for some y 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. Then by item
(3.1), we obtain xj < y  xi0 ; .j 2 I1/ and i0 2 I . This follows that
if j ¤ i0, then xj ^xi0 D xj 2Ln .A.L/[0/, a contradiction to xj ^xi0 D 0;
if j D i0, then xj < xi0 , a contradiction to xj D xi0 when j D i0.
Suppose S 0 < S 00  S D Sxi1 :::xin 1xin and S 00 D S´1´2:::´m with 2  m. S 0 <
S 00 follows xit1  ´1;xit2  ´2; : : : ;xitk  ´k , where t1 D 1; : : : ;m1I t2 D m1C
1; : : : ;m2I : : : I tk D mk 1C 1; : : : ;mkIm1C : : :Cmk D jI1j D n  1. k  m holds
since xi ^ xj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j 2 I /, ´t 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/; .t D 1; : : : ;m/ and p´ ^
´q D 0;.p ¤ qIp;q 2 f1; : : : ;mg/. Meanwhile, combining Sxj ;j2T 2 Cls.L/;.T 
f1; : : : ;ng/ with S 00  S D Sxi1 :::xin 1xin , we attain j´  xij ; .j D 1;2; : : : ;n  1/.
Hence, in view of this result with xi ^ xj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j 2 I /, ´t 2 L n .A.L/[
0/; .t D 1; : : : ;m/ and xi 2Ln .A.L/[0/; .i 2 I /, we obtain j´ D xij ; .j D 1;2; : : : ;
n  1/ and ´n < xin . However, by the known condition, it follows h.xin/ D 2. So,
´n 2 A.L/[0 holds. Hence, it causes S 00 D S 0, a contradiction to S 0 < S 00.
Therefore, we confirm S 0  S . 
Second, we will deal with some properties related to Cls.L/ if Cls.L/ is geomet-
ric for an atomistic complete finite lattice L.
Lemma 5. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice with height 3. Then
Cls.L/ is geometric if and only if
(3.6) jF 2j  2, that is, L has at least two elements of height 2.
(3.7) If d1;d2 2 F 2, then d1^d2 ¤ 0.
Proof of Lemma 5. We will prove with two parts.
Part I. When Cls.L/ is geometric.
h.L/D 3 compels that there is d 2 F 2 according to the definition of height func-
tion in a lattice. If F 2 D fdg. Then, we may obtain Cls.L/ D fS0;S1;Sd g with
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S0  Sd  S1. It is easily found that Cls.L/ is not geometric. This is a contradiction
to the known supposition. Thus, it should have jF 2j  2. That is, item (3.6) is true.
Suppose that d1^d2 D 0 holds for any d1;d2 2 F 2 D fdj j j 2 Jg. Then, this
causes Sdt ;t2T 2Cls.L/ < S1 for any T  J in virtue of the (3) of Remark 1 and the
(2) in Definition 1. In addition, we may easily find Cls.L/D fS0;S1;Sdt ;t2T ;T 
Jg. This causes S0 <Sdt ;t2T  Sdj ;j2J <S1. So, Cls.L/ is not geometric since S1
is not the join of atoms in Cls.L/. This is a contradiction to the geometry of Cls.L/.
Therefore, there are d6;d7 2 F 2 satisfying d6 ¤ d7 and d6^d7 ¤ 0.
If there is d3 2F 2 satisfying d3^d7D 0. Then, we obtain S0Sd7 Sd7d3 <S1
and S0  Sd6 < S1 with Sd6 jjSd7d3 . In addition, Sd7 _Sd6 D Sd1_d6 D S1 holds
according to d7^d6 ¤ 0 and item (3.3). This follows Sd7 6 S1 D Sd7 _Sd6 . So,
Cls.L/ is not semimodular. This follows a contradiction to the geometry of Cls.L/.
In other words, d7^dj ¤ 0 holds for any j 2 J. Analogously, d6^dj ¤ 0 holds for
any j 2 J.
Moreover, S0  Sd7  S1 holds. Hence, this maximal chain fS0;Sd7 ;S1g in
Cls.L/ has length 3. If there are d4;d5 2 F 2 satisfying d4^d5 D 0. Then it causes
S0Sd4 Sd4d5 <S1. So, there is a maximal chain inCls.L/with length at least 4.
Hence, there are two maximal chains with different lengths in Cls.L/. This follows
a contradiction to the geometry of Cls.L/.
Summing up, we obtain x^y ¤ 0 for any x;y 2 F 2. That is, item (3.7) is true.
Part II. When L satisfies items (3.6) and (3.7).
Let dj has height 2 in L, (j 2 J), that is, F 2 D fdj j j 2 Jg.
Under the suppositions of items (3.6) and (3.7) with h.L/ D 3, we may easily
decide that Cls.L/ is fS0;S1;Sdj ;j 2 Jg in which S0  Sdj  S1, Sdi jjSdj ; .i;j 2
JI i ¤ j / and S1 D_j2JSdj . Therefore, Cls.L/ is geometric. 
Considering the (3) in Lemma 1 with Lemma 5, we may easily express the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 1. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice and x 2 L n .A.L/[
0[F 2/ with h.x/ D 3. If Cls.L/ is geometric, then there are jF 2.x/j  2 and
d1^d2 ¤ 0 for any d1;d2 2 F 2.x/ and x D_d2F 2.x/d .
Lemma 6. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice. If Cls.L/ is geometric,
then L satisfies the following properties.
(3.8) jC.x/nA.L/j  2 for any x 2 Ln .A.L/[0/.
(3.9) x D_d2F 2.x/d for any x 2 Ln .A.L/[0/.
(3.10) Let x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/. If x^y  x;y, then x;y  x_y.
(3.11) Let x 2L with h.x/D 3. Then, there is d1^d2¤ 0 for any d1;d2 2F 2.x/
with d1 ¤ d2.
(3.12) Let x 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. If 3  h.x/, then there are y;´ 2 C.x/ nA.L/
satisfying y ¤ ´ and y^´¤ 0.
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(3.13) Let x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/. If 2 h.x^y/;x^y ¤ 0;x^y  x;x^y  y
and ´x ^ .x ^y/ ¤ 0;´y ^ .x ^y/ ¤ 0 for any ´x;´y 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ with ´x <
x;´y <y. Then, p^x¤ 0 and q^y¤ 0 for any p;q < x_y and p;q 2Ln.A.L/[
0/.
(3.14) Let yj 2Ln .A.L/[0/; .j D 1;2; : : : ;nI2 n/;yi ^yj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j D
1;2; : : : ;n/.
If yj 2 F 2; .j D 1; : : : ;n/, then S  Sy1:::yn) S D Syi1 :::yin 1 , for somefi1; : : : ; in 1g  f1; : : : ;ng and jfi1; : : : ; in 1gj D n 1.
If S  Sy1:::yn . We obtain that if there is yin 62 F 2 for some in 2 f1; : : : ;ng, then
S D Syi1 :::yin 1´n holds where ´n  yin and fi1; : : : ; ing D f1; : : : ;ng; or if yjn 2 F 2
for some jn 2 f1; : : : ;ng, then S D Syj1 :::yjn 1 where fj1; : : : ;jn 1gD f1; : : : ;ngnjn.
(3.15) Let yi 2 L;.i D 1;2; : : : ;n/ satisfy yi ^ yj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j D 1;2; : : : ;nI
2 n/.
(˛) Setting x D _n 1jD1yij _wn and wn  yin with h.wn/  2 and fi1; : : : ; ing D
f1; : : : ;ng. Suppose that for any m  n  1 and p 2 L with _mjD1yitj  p < x or_mjD1yitj _wn  q < x, where fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg  fi1; : : : ; in 1g, there exists s 2fi1; : : : ; in 1gnfitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg satisfying p^ys¤ 0, or p^wn¤ 0, or q^ys¤ 0.
Then the following property (3.15.1) is true.
(ˇ) Setting ´D _n 1tD1yjt , h.yjn/D 2 and fj1; : : : ;jng D f1; : : : ;ng. Suppose that
for any m  n  1 and p 2 L with _mjD1yitj  p < ´ where fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg fj1; : : : ;jn 1g, there exists s 2 fj1; : : : ;jn 1gnfitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg satisfying p^ys¤
0. Then the following property (3.15.2) is real.
(3.15.1) If x ^yin ¤ 0. Then x  x _yin D _niD1yi holds, and in addition, for
anym n and _mjD1yitj  q <_niD1yi where fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg  f1; : : : ;ng, there
exists s 2 f1; : : : ;ng n fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg satisfying q^ys ¤ 0 .
(3.15.2) If ´^yjn ¤ 0. Then ´ ´_yjn D_njD1yj holds, and in addition, for any
m  n and _mjD1yitj  q < _njD1yj where fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg  f1; : : : ;ng, there
exists s 2 f1; : : : ;ng n fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg satisfying q^ys ¤ 0.
(3.16) Let yj 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/; .j D 1;2; : : : ;nI2  n/, xn 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ and
xn ¤ yn satisfy yi ^yj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j D 1;2; : : : ;n/ and yj ^xn D 0;
.j D 1;2; : : : ;n 1/. Then the following statements hold.
(3.16.1) Let h.xn/;h.yn/ > 2 and h.xn ^ yn/ ¤ 0. If yj ^ .xn _ yn/ D 0 holds
.j D 1; : : : ;n 1/, and in addition, there is ´n 2 Ln0 satisfying ´n  xn;yn. Then,
for any p;q 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/, xn < p < xn_yn and yn < q < xn_yn, there exist
s; t 2 f1; : : : ;n 1g satisfying ys ^p ¤ 0 and yt ^q ¤ 0.
Additionally, if there are xn^yn¤ 0 and h.xn/D h.yn/D 2, but yj ^.xn_yn/D
0;.j D 1; : : : ;n  1/. Then, for any p;q 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/;xn < p < xn _ yn and
yn <q <xn_yn, there exist s; t 2 f1; : : : ;n 1g satisfying ys^p¤ 0 and yt ^q¤ 0.
(3.16.2) Let h.xn/;h.yn/ > 2 and h.xn^yn/¤ 0. When yj ^.xn__niDmC1yi /D
0;.j D 1; : : : ;mI1 < m < n  1/, and in addition, there exists ´n 2 L n 0 satisfying
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´n  xn;yn. Then, for any p;q;f 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/, if the expressions (i), (ii) and
(iii) hold
(i) _tpiDtyji  p < xn__niDmC1yi where fji j t  i  tpg  fmC1; : : : ;n 1g,
(ii) xn__tqiDtxyji  q < xn__niDmC1yi where fji j tx  i  tqg  fmC1; : : : ;n 
1g,
(iii) _tfiDt1yji  f < _niDmC1yi _xn where fji j t1  i  tf g  fmC1; : : : ;ng.
then, the following expressions hold:
there exists sp 2 f1; : : : ;n 1gnfji j t  i  tpg satisfying ysp ^p¤ 0 or xn^p¤
0;
there exists sq 2 f1; : : : ;n 1g n fji j tx  i  tqg satisfying ysq ^q ¤ 0;
there exists sf 2 f1; : : : ;ng n fji j t1  i  tf g satisfying ysf ^f ¤ 0.
Additionally, let xn^yn¤ 0 and h.xn/D h.yn/D 2. When yj ^.xn__niDmC1yi /D 0;.j D 1; : : : ;mI1 < m < n  1/. Then, for any p;q;f 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/, if the
expressions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, then the following expressions hold:
there is sp 2 f1; : : : ;n 1gnfji j t  i  tpg satisfying ysp ^p ¤ 0 or xn^p¤ 0;
there is sq 2 f1; : : : ;n 1g n fji j tx  i  tqg satisfying ysq ^q ¤ 0;
there is sf 2 f1; : : : ;ng n fji j t1  i  tf g satisfying ysf ^f ¤ 0.
Proof of Lemma 6. We will prove the needed results step by step.
Step 1. To prove item (3.8).
In view of the definition of height function in a lattice and h.x/D n <1, we may
indicate that there is y 2 F n 1.x/. It is easily seen y  x. So, y 2 C.x/ nA.L/
holds.
If jC.x/nA.L/j D 1. Considered the atomistic property of L, we receive x D y_
._a2A.L/;a 6y;axa/. Hence, Cls.Œ0;x/ satisfies S  Sy for any S 2 Cls.Œ0;x/ n
Sx . This implies that Sx is not a join of atoms in ŒS0;Sx, a contradiction to the
geometry of Cls.L/.
In another word, jC.x/nA.L/j  2 holds.
Step 2. To prove item (3.9).
It is easily found x D_d2F 2.x/d if h.x/D 2.
Utilizing Corollary 1, we may attain x D_d2F 2.x/d for any x 2L and h.x/D 3.
Suppose that if x 2 L with 2 h.x/ n 1, then x D_d2F 2.x/d .
Let x 2 L and h.x/D n. In view of item (3.8), we find x D _y2C.x/nA.L/y. We
may easily decide h.y/  n  1 for any y 2 C.x/ nA.L/. Using the inductive on
n, we obtain y D _d2F 2.y/d for any y 2 C.x/ nA.L/. On the other hand, for any
d 2 F 2.x/, we find d  x or d  y for some y 2 C.x/nA.L/.
Therefore, it follows x D_y2C.x/nA.L/y D_d2F 2.x/d .
Step 3. To prove item (3.10).
Let x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/ and x^y  x;y.
If x ^ y D 0, then x;y 2 A.L/ holds since 0  x;y. This is a contradiction to
x;y 2 Ln .A.L/[0/.
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Thus, x^y ¤ 0 is true.
Furthermore, by item (3.3), we may be assured Sx _Sy D Sx_y . Since Cls.L/
is geometric and Sx;Sy  Sx _Sy holds, we confirm Sx;Sy  Sx_y . If x 6 x_y,
then Sx <Sb <Sx_y for some b 2L and x < b < x_y. This causes a contradiction
to Sx  Sx_y . Hence, x  x_y holds. Similarly, y  x_y holds.
Step 4. The result in item (3.11) can be produced by Corollary 1.
Step 5. To prove item (3.12).
Let x 2 Ln .A.L/[0/ with 3 h.x/.
If p ^ q D 0 for any p;q 2 C.x/ nA.L/. Then, using (3) in Remark 1, item
(3.8) and induction on jC.x/nA.L/j, we confirm Sy;y2C.x/nA.L/ D fy j y 2 C.x/n
A.L/g[fa2A.L/ j a 6y; for any y 2C.x/nA.L/g 2Cls.L/ and Sy;y2C.x/nA.L/<
Sx , and S  Sy;y2C.x/nA.L/ for any S 2 ŒS0;Sx nSx . Thus, Sx is not the join of
atoms. This causes a contradiction to the geometry of Cls.L/.
Therefore, there are at least two elements y;´ 2 C.x/nA.L/ satisfying y^´¤ 0.
Step 6. To prove item (3.13).
From the given conditions, we follow Sx^y  Sx;Sy . It is easily known Sx^y 
Sx ^Sy by item (3.1).
We will demonstrate Sx ^Sy D Sx^y .
Otherwise, Sx^y < Sx ^ Sy . If Sx ^ Sy D S´ for some ´ 2 L, then x ^ y <
´ < x;y. Using item (3.1), we may attain Sx^y < S´ < Sx;Sy , a contradiction to
Sx^y  Sx;Sy . Thus, we find Sx ^Sy D S´i ;i2I 2 Cls.L/ and 2  jIj. Applying
the (2) of Definition 1, the (2) of Lemma 2 with Definition 2, we may obtain A.x^
y/  A.´i0/ for some i0 2 I. Considering this result with the atomistic property
of L and 2  jIj, we follow x ^ y  ´i0 < _i2I´i  x;y. And further, we find
Sx^y < S´i0  S_i2I´i < Sx; or Sx^y  S´i0 < S_i2I´i  Sy since Sx ¤ Sy . This
causes a contradiction to Sx^y  Sx if Sx^y <S´i0  S_i2I´i <Sx , and Sx^y  Sy
if Sx^y  S´i0 < S_i2I´i  Sy .
In other words, Sx ^Sy D Sx^y is true.
Therefore, we may be assured Sx^y D Sx ^Sy  Sx;Sy .
Furthermore, since Cls.L/ is geometric, we may point out Sx;Sy  Sx _ Sy .
Since Sx _ Sy D Sx_y holds by x ^ y ¤ 0 and item (3.3), we find x;y  x _ y
according to the given condition x^y  x;y with item (3.10). That is, Sx;Sy S´<
Sx_y does not hold for any ´ 2 L. Actually, if there is p 2 Ln .A.L/[0/ satisfying
p < x_y and p^x D 0, then Sxp 2 Cls.L/ holds. We may easily find Sx < Sxp <
Sx_y , a contradiction to Sx  Sx_y . Therefore, for any p 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ and
p < x_y, it has p^x ¤ 0. Analogously, q^y ¤ 0 holds for any q 2Ln .A.L/[0/
and q < x_y.
Step 7. To prove item (3.14).
Let yj 2 F 2, that is, yj has height 2 in L, .j D 1;2; : : : ;nIn 2/. If S  Sy1:::yn .
Then, taken S  Sy1:::yn and the (3) in Remark 1 together, we attain S D S´1:::´m for
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´i 2Ln.A.L/[0/; .i D 1; : : : ;m/. We may easily obtain ´1D yi1 ; : : : ;´n 1D yin 1
in which fi1; : : : ; in 1g  f1; : : : ;ng, jfi1; : : : ; in 1gj D n 1 and m n.
If m D n. Then ´n  yin , ´n 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ and S < Sy1:::yn taken together
causes ´n < yin in which in D f1; : : : ;ng n fi1; : : : ; in 1g. But, h.yin/ D 2 follows
´n 2 A.L/[0, a contradiction to ´n 2 Ln .A.L/[0/.
Therefore,m n 1 is true. In addition, we may easily explore that if p < q m,
then S´1:::´p < S´1:::´p´pC1:::´q  S´1:::´m  Syi1 :::yin 1 < Sy1:::yn . Hence, n 1
m is true.
That is to say, S D Syi1 :::yin 1 holds.
Next, to prove the other part in item (3.14).
Suppose S  Sy1:::yn and S D S´ for some ´ 2 Ln0. Since both of yi1 62 A.L/[
0 and S0 < Syi1 < Syi1yi2 < :: : < Syi1 :::yin 1 < Syi1 :::yin 1´n < Sy1:::yn are true.
Additionally, according to the geometry of Cls.L/, we may point out ´ 62 A.L/[0.
Furthermore, we follow ´ < yi0 for one and only one i0 2 f1; : : : ;ng since S´ 
Sy1:::yn and yi ^yj D 0;.i ¤ j I i;j D 1; : : : ;nI2 n/. Thus, by item (3.1), we arrive
at S´ < Syi0 < Sy1:::yn . This is a contradiction to S´  Sy1:::yn .
Suppose S D S´1:::´m with 2m. Then, j´ 2Ln .A.L/[0/; .j D 1; : : : ;m/ hold
according to the (3) of Remark 1.
Since S´1:::´m < Sy1:::yn infers that for any i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, there is ´i  yji for
some ji 2 f1; : : : ;ng.
If ´it < yji1 ; .t D 1;2; : : : ;m/. Then S´1:::´m < Syi1 < Sy1:::yn holds according to
Definition 2 and 2 n. This causes a contradiction to S´1:::´m  Sy1:::yn .
Additionally, combining j´ 2Ln.A.L/[0/; .j D 1; : : : ;m/ and yp^yqD 0;.p¤
qIp;qD 1; : : : ;n/, we decide that for any j´0 , where j0 2 f1; : : : ;mg, there is one and
only one yij0 satisfying j´0  yij0 ; .ij0 2 f1; : : : ;ng/. If ´i1 ¤ ´i2 but ´i1  yji1 ;´i2 
yji1 and ´i3  yji3 where i3 62 fi1; i2g, then ´i1_´i2  yji1 and 0 ´i3^.´i1_´i2/
yji1 ^yji3 D 0. We may obtain S´1:::´m < S.´i1_´i2 /´i3 :::´im  Sy1:::yn . This causes
a contradiction to S´1:::´m  Sy1:::yn . Thus, ´i  yi holds .i D 1; : : : ;m/. In addition,
if p´ ¤ ´q , then yp ¤ yq; .p;q 2 f1; : : : ;mg/. Hence, We may assume j´  yj ; .j D
1; : : : ;m/. So, m n is true.
If m D n. Since j´  yj .j D 1; : : : ;n/ and S  Sy1:::yn follow that there is
i0 2 f1; : : : ;mg D f1; : : : ;ng satisfying ´i0 < yi0 . We determine that if there are
more than two elements i1; i2 2 f1; : : : ;mg satisfying ´i1 < yi1 and ´i2 < yi2 , then
S´1:::´i1 1´i1 :::´i2 :::´n < S´1:::´i1 1yi1´i1C1:::´i2 1yi2´i2C1:::´n < Sy1:::yn holds. This
is a contradiction to S  Sy1:::yn . Hence, there is one and only one i0 2 f1; : : : ;mg
satisfying ´i0 < yi0 . No matter to suppose i0 D n.
When m D n and h.yn/ > 2. We find Sy1:::yn 1´ 2 Cls.L/ and Sy1:::yn 1´ <
Sy1:::yn for any ´  yn. In addition, if there is M 2 Cls.L/ satisfying Sy1:::yn 1´ <
M < Sy1:::yn , then it is easily to obtain yj 2M;.j D 1; : : : ;n  1/ and b 2M such
that ´ < b < yn. This causes a contradiction to ´  yn. Therefore, S D Sy1:::yn 1´n
holds where ´n  yn.
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When m n and h.yn/D 2.
Then, we will demonstrate m< n holds.
Otherwise, ´n<yn infers to ´n 2A.L/[0, a contradiction to ´n 2Ln.A.L/[0/.
That is to say, this case will not happen actually.
Combining
p < q m) S´1:::´p < S´1:::´p´pC1 : : :´q
 S´1:::´m  Sy1:::ym  Sy1:::ymymC1:::yn 1  Sy1:::yn
and j´ <yj ; .j D 1; : : : ;m/with S´1:::´m DS Sy1:::yn and the geometry ofCls.L/,
we decide n 1m.
IfmD n 1. That is, jf1; : : : ;mgj D n 1 holds. No matter to suppose f1; : : :mg D
f1; : : : ;n  1g. Considered j´  yj ; .j D 1; : : : ;m/ and S D S´1:::´m  Sy1:::yn , we
may confirm j´ D yj ; .j D 1; : : : ;mImD n 1/.
We will demonstrate h.yn/D 2.
Otherwise, h.yn/ > 2 is true. But, using the definition of height function in a
lattice, we affirm the existence of b 2Ln0 satisfying b  yn and h.b/D h.yn/ 1
2. In addition, it is easily found S´1:::´m < S´1:::´mb < Sy1:::yn . This follows a
contradiction to S´1:::´m  Sy1:::yn .
When mD n  1 and h.yn/D 2. Since S´1:::´m  Sy1:::ymymC1:::yn 1 < Sy1:::yn
holds in light of j´  yj ; .j D 1; : : : ;m/ and the given condition S´1:::´m  Sy1:::yn .
We may attain Sy1:::yn 1  S . If Sy1:::yn 1 <S  Sy1:::yn holds, then there is b 2 S n
.A.L/[fy1; : : :yn 1g/ satisfying b < yn. However, h.yn/D 2 and b < yn together
causes b 2 A.L/[0, a contradiction to b 2 S n .A.L/[fy1; : : : ;yn 1g/. Therefore,
S D Sy1:::yn 1 holds.
Step 8. To prove item (3.15).
Under the supposition of .˛/, x^yin D 0 will not happen since wn ¤ 0;wn  x
and wn  yin . That is to say, there is item (3.15.1) and only item (3.15.1) to happen.
According to the given conditions, items (3.5) and (3.14) with (2) in Definition 1, we
affirm Sy1:::yn 1wn  Sy1:::yn ;Sx . Thus, under the supposition of (˛), we may be
assured Syi1 :::yin 1wn D Sx ^Sy1:::yn  Sx;Sy1:::yn . Furthermore, by the geometry
of Cls.L/, we find Sx;Sy1:::yn  Sx _Sy1:::yn .
If the supposition of (ˇ) happens. Then we find Syj1 :::yjn 1 D S´ ^ Sy1:::yn 
S´;Sy1:::yn according to item (3.14) and the (2) in Definition 1. Thus, by the geo-
metry of Cls.L/, we affirm S´;Sy1:::yn  S´_Sy1:::yn .
Step 8.1. To prove item (3.15.1).
Let x^yin ¤ 0. We will prove the needed results as the following two parts.
Part I. We prove Sx_yin D Sx _Sy1:::yn .
Let Sx _Sy1:::yn D S´1:::´m for some j´ 2 Ln0.
The result in item (3.1) and x;yj 2 Ln .A.L/[ 0/ together follows ´i 62 A.L/[
0;.j D 1; : : : ;nI i D 1; : : : ;m/. This implies yij  x  ´1, .j D 1; : : : ;n  1/ and
yin  ´2. If ´1 ¤ ´2, then x ^ yin  ´1 ^ ´2 D 0. This follows x ^ yin D 0, a
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contradiction to x ^ yin ¤ 0. Thus, we produce ´1 D ´2. According to item (3.1)
and Sx;Sy1:::yn  S´1  S´1:::´m D Sx _Sy1:::yn , we confirm Sx _Sy1:::yn D S´1 .
Therefore, we obtain Sx;Sy1:::yn  Sx _Sy1:::yn D S´1 .
Part II. We will prove the other needed results in item (3.15.1).
In light of the result in Part I, x_ .y1_ : : :_yn/D x_yin and item (3.1), we find
Sx_yin D S´1 . Combining this result with Sx  Sx_Sy1:::yn D S´ andwn  yin , we
may easily affirm x  x_yin . In addition, Sy1:::yn  Sx_yin D S_njD1yj illustrates
that no element S 2 Cls.L/ satisfies Sy1:::yn < S < S_njD1yj . According to item
(3.1) and the (3) of Remark 1, we may state that for any m  n and _mjD1yitj  q <_njD1yj , there exists s 2 f1; : : : ;ng n fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg satisfying q^ys ¤ 0 where
fitj j j D 1; : : : ;mg  f1; : : : ;ng.
Step 8.2. Item (3.15.2) may be verified by similar way to that for item (3.15.1).
Step 9. To prove item (3.16).
Considering the known conditions, item (3.1), the (2) in Definition 1 with Defin-
ition 2, we obtain Sy1:::yn 1 < Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn 1yn . Suppose that there are
S2;S3 2 Cls.L/ satisfying Sy1:::yn 1 < S2  Sy1:::yn 1xn and Sy1:::yn 1 < S3 
Sy1:::yn 1yn . Then, using items (3.5) and (3.14), we may obtain the following four
statements.
if h.xn/ > 2, then S2 D Sy1:::yn 1´2 where ´2  xn;
if h.xn/D 2, then S2 D Sy1:::yn 1 ;
if h.yn/ > 2, then S3 D Sy1:::yn 1´3 where ´3  yn;
if h.yn/D 2, then S3 D Sy1:::yn 1 .
Therefore, if there is S 2 Cls.L/ satisfying S  Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn 1yn , then
there is S D Sy1:::yn 1´n when ´n D xn^yn 62A.L/[0 and ´n  xn;yn; or there is
S D Sy1:::yn 1 when xn^yn 2 A.L/[0.
Step 9.1. To verify item (3.16.1).
Since ´n  xn and yn taken together follows ´n D xn ^ yn. Hence, in view
of h.xn ^ yn/ ¤ 0, there is Sy1:::yn 1  Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn if xn ^ yn 2 A.L/,
and in addition, there is Sy1:::yn 1´n  Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn if ´n 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/.
No matter which of the above cases happens, using the geometry of Cls.L/ and
Lemma 1, we always obtain Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn  Sy1:::yn 1xn _Sy1:::yn . Utilizing
the (3) in Remark 1 and Definition 2, we may easily gain Sy1:::yn 1xn _Sy1:::yn D
Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/. Thus, we arrive at Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/. There-
fore, for any p;q 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/, xn < p < xn_yn and yn < q < xn_yn, there
are s; t 2 f1; : : : ;n 1g satisfying ys ^p ¤ 0 and yt ^q ¤ 0.
Analogously to the proof above, we may easily obtain the “additionally” part in
item (3.16.1).
Step 9.2. To prove item (3.16.2).
Using item (3.16.1) and the induction on n .mC1/, similarly to the proof in Step
9.1, we may easily obtain item (3.16.2). 
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Remark 2. In the proof of Step 7 for Lemma 6, for the case “when mD n 1 and
h.yn/D 2”, we may use item (3.5) to obtain the same result.
But, we think that the proof in Lemma 6 for this case is useful to prove the other
cases.
Third, we will reveal under what conditions, Cls.L/ is geometric for an atomistic
complete finite lattice L.
Lemma 7. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice. If L satisfies items from
(3.8) to (3.16), then Cls.L/ is a geometric lattice.
Proof of Lemma 7. Applying the information in Subsection 2.1 and Lemma 3, we
only need to prove that Cls.L/ is atomistic and semimodular.
According to Lemma 4, we may be assured A.C ls.L//D fSd j d 2 F 2g.
Step 1. We prove that every element in Cls.L/ is a join of atoms using the follow-
ing Step 1.1 and Step 1.2.
Step 1.1. To prove: Sx D_d2F 2.x/Sd for any x 2 Ln .A.L/[0/.
Let x 2 F 2. The needed result is easily followed.
Let x 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ and h.x/ D 3. By items (3.8) and (3.11), we find 2 
jF 2.x/j. Let d1;d2 2 F 2.x/ and d1^d2 ¤ 0. Then in light of item (3.3), we may
obtain Sd1 _Sd2 D Sd1_d2 D Sx . Furthermore, we may decide Sx D _d2F 2.x/Sd
since Sd  Sx for any d 2 F 2.x/.
Suppose that there is Sx D _d2F 2.x/Sd for any x 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ and h.x/ 
n 1.
Let x 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ with h.x/ D n. Let C.x/ D fyi j i 2 Ig, that is, C.x/ is
the set of elements covered by x in L.
In view of item (3.8), we produce x D _i2Iyi . Since L satisfies item (3.12). We
obtain Sy1_Sy2 D Sy1_y2 D Sx using item (3.3), where y1;y2 2 C.x/nA.L/;y1¤
y2 and y1^y2 ¤ 0. On the other hand, by item (3.1), we confirm Sy  Sx for any
y 2 C.x/nA.L/.
Moreover, combining the above results, we attain Sx D_y2C.x/Sy .
Considered y 2 C.x/ with h.x/ D n, we find h.y/  n  1. Using inductive
supposition, we will obtain Sy D _d2F 2.y/Sd . Additionally, we may easily find
that if d 2 F 2.x/, then d 2 C.x/ nA.L/ or d  yd for some yd 2 C.x/. That
is to say, d 2 F 2.y/ holds for some y 2 C.x/ nA.L/. Therefore, we arrive at
Sx D_d2F 2.x/Sd .
Step 1.2. To prove: Sxi ;i2T 2 Cls.L/ is a join of atoms where jT j  2.
Let S D Sxt ;t2T 2 Cls.L/ with 2 jT j. Using (2) of Definition 1 and item (3.2),
we may find S D _t2T Sxt . For every Sxt , applying with Step 1.1, we may obtain
Sxt D_dj2F 2.xt /Sdj where F 2.xt /D fdj j j 2 Jtg; .t 2 T /. Therefore, we attain
S D_t2T _j2Jt Sdj .
Step 2. We prove that Cls.L/ is semimodular.
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Let S2;S3 2 Cls.L/;S2jjS3 and S2 ^S3  S2;S3. According to the (3) of Re-
mark 1, we may point that there are S2 D Sx or S2 D Sxj ;j2J , and in addition, S3 D
Sy or S3 D Syi ;i2I, for some x;y 2Ln0 and xj ;yi 2Ln .A.L/[0/; .j 2 J; i 2 I/
with jJj; jIj  2. Based on this statement, we will divide different cases to prove
S2;S3  S2_S3 by the following Steps 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Step 2.1. Assume S2 D Sx and S3 D Sy for some x;y 2 Ln0.
Since S0  S2 ^S3  S2;S3 and S2 ^S3 2 Cls.L/, we may affirm x;y 2 L n
.A.L/[0/.
We will distinguish two cases to fulfill the proof.
Case 1. Suppose S2^S3 D S0.
Then, Sx;Sy 2 A.C ls.L// holds. Thus, by item (3.4), we believe x;y 2 F 2.
When x^y D 0. Using item (3.2), we obtain Sx;Sy < Sxy D Sx _Sy . If Sx <
S < Sxy holds for some S 2 Cls.L/, then S D Sxp holds where p 2 Ln .A.L/[0/
and p < y. However, h.y/ D 2 and p < y taken together follows p 2 A.L/[ 0.
This is a contradiction to p 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. Thus, Sx  Sxy holds. Analogously,
Sy  Sxy is true.
When x^y ¤ 0. Using item (3.3), we affirm Sx _Sy D Sx_y . In light of x;y 2
F 2 and S2^S3 D S0, we find x^y 2 A.L/. So, x^y  x;y is followed. Using
item (3.10), we may affirm x;y  x_y. Moreover, h.x_y/D h.x/C1D 3 holds.
Hence, it follows Sx;Sy  Sx_y . Therefore, we may obtain Sx;Sy  Sx _Sy .
Case 2. Suppose Sx ^Sy ¤ S0.
Then, 3 h.x/;h.y/ hold since Sx ^Sy  Sx;Sy .
By item (3.1), it is easily to find Sx^y  Sx ^Sy .
We will demonstrate Sx ^Sy D Sx^y .
Otherwise, Sx^y < Sx ^Sy holds. If Sx ^Sy D S´ for some ´ 2 L, then x ^
y < ´ < x;y. According to item (3.1), we may achieve Sx^y < S´ < Sx;Sy , a
contradiction to Sx^y  Sx;Sy . That is to say, we attain Sx^Sy D S´i ;i2I 2Cls.L/
and 2 jIj. By the (2) of Definition 1, the (2) of Lemma 2, and Definition 2, we may
obtain A.x^y/ A.´i0/ for some i0 2 I. Considering this result with the atomistic
property of L and 2  jIj, we provide x ^ y  ´i0 < _i2I´i  x;y, and further,
Sx^y  S´i0 < S_i2I´i < Sx; or Sx^y  S´i0 < S_i2I´i  Sy since Sx ¤ Sy . No
matter which of the above cases to happen, it causes a contradiction to Sx^y  Sx or
Sx^y  Sy .
In other words, Sx ^Sy D Sx^y is real.
In fact, Sx ^Sy ¤ S0 and Sx ^Sy D Sx^y taken together infers to h.x^y/ 2.
Moreover, x^y  x;y holds according to Sx^y D Sx ^Sy  Sx;Sy . Combining
with item (3.10), we may get x;y  x_y. Hence, since L satisfies item (3.13) and
there are Sx^y  Sx;Sy , we may determine Sx;Sy  Sx_y . Additionally, S0 ¤
Sx ^Sy and Sx ^Sy D Sx^y follow x ^ y ¤ 0. According to item (3.3), we find
Sx_y D Sx _Sy .
Therefore, we decide Sx;Sy  Sx _Sy .
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Step 2.2. Assume S2D Sx for some x 2Ln0 and S3D fyj j j 2Yg[fa 2A.L/ j
a 6 yj ;8j 2 Yg 2 Cls.L/ with 2 jYj.
Combining items (3.5) and (3.14) with S2^S3  S3, we may state that there is
Y3  Y satisfying jY3j C 1 D jYj and S2 ^S3  fyj j j 2 Y3g [ fa 2 A.L/ j a 6
yj ;8j 2 Y3g. According to S2^S3  Sx , we may indicate x _j2Y3yj . No matter
to assume Y D f1;2; : : : ;ng and Y3 D f1;2; : : : ;n  1g. In view of item (3.14) and
S2^S3  Sy1:::yn D S3, we may obtain that
if h.yn/D 2, then S2^S3 D Sy1:::yn 1 ;
if h.yn/ 3, then S2^S3D Sy1:::yn 1´n where ´n  yn and ´n 2Ln .A.L/[
0/.
Suppose h.yn/ D 2. Then Sy1:::yn 1  Sx;Sy1:::yn produce that x, which x D
_njD1yj , satisfies: for any p 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/ with _mjD1yij  p < x, there is ys ^
p ¤ 0 for some s 2 f1; : : : ;n  1g n fij j j D 1; : : : ;mg where fij j j D 1; : : : ;mg 
f1; : : : ;n 1g. We will use the following two statuses to fulfill the proof.
Status 1. When x^yn D 0.
Then, Sxyn 2 Cls.L/ is obtained from the (2) of Definition 1. Hence, it follows
Sx;Sy1:::yn  Sxyn . Moreover, we may be assured Sx _Sy1:::yn  Sxyn .
Considering the (3) of Remark 1 and Sy1 < Sx < Sx _Sy1:::yn , we may suppose
Sx_Sy1:::yn DSb for some b 2Ln.A.L/[0/. Evidently, this supposition will cause
Sxyn  Sb . Thus, we decide Sxyn D Sx _Sy1:::yn D Sb . This is a contradiction to
x ¤ yn and jfbgj D 1.
On the other hand, we may also suppose Sx _Sy1:::yn D S´1:::´m where 2  m
according to the (3) of Remark 1. This supposition will cause x  ´t1 and yn  ´t2
in which ´t1 ;´t2 2 f´1; : : : ;´mg. Considered both of the (1) and (2) in Lemma 2
with Definition 2, we may determine Sxyn  S´t1´t2  S´1:::´m . Thus, it follows
Sxyn D S´t1´t2 D Sx _Sy1:::yn . If ´t1 D ´t2 , then Sxyn D S´t1 . This expression
transfers to the above case. But the above case shows that this expression is wrong.
In other words, ´t1 ¤ ´t2 is true.
Therefore, we obtain Sx _Sy1:::yn D Sxyn .
If Sx < S < Sxyn for some S 2 Cls.L/. Then x 2 S and bn 2 S , where bn 2
L n .A.L/[ 0/ and b < yn. However, h.yn/ D 2 follows the non-existence of bn.
Thus, there does not exist S 2 Cls.L/ satisfying Sx < S < Sxyn . That is to say,
Sx  Sxyn holds.
If Sy1:::yn <S <Sxyn for some S 2Cls.L/. Then yn 2 S , _utD1yjt  q 2 S;fjt j
t D 1; : : : ;ug  f1; : : : ;n 1g;2  jfjt j t D 1; : : : ;ugj and A.yj / A. j´p / for j´p 2
S;.j 2 f1; : : : ;n 1g n fjt j t D 1; : : : ;ug and jfjp j p D 1; : : : ;vgj  jf1; : : : ;n 1g n
fjt j t D 1; : : : ;ugj/. In addition, we easily find ._utD1yjt /^ j´p D 0 for every j´p 2
S , .p D 1; : : : ;v/. However, we already know that there exists s 2 f1; : : : ;n  1g n
fjt j t D 1; : : : ;ug satisfying ._utD1yjt /^ ys ¤ 0. That is to say, it does not exist
S 2 Cls.L/ satisfying Sy1:::yn < S < Sxyn . Thus, there is Sy1:::yn  Sxyn D Sx _
Sy1:::yn .
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Status 2. When x^yn ¤ 0.
Actually, using item (3.15.2), we will attain Sx_yn D Sx _Sy1:::yn and
Sx;Sy1:::yn  Sx_yn .
Suppose h.yn/¤ 2. Then, S2^S3 D Sy1:::yn 1´n is true where ´n  yn. Addi-
tionally, S2^S3  Sx follows x D_n 1jD1yj _´n. So, ´n D x^yn 2 Ln .A.L/[0/
holds. This implies x^yn ¤ 0.
We will prove Sx _Sy1:::yn D Sx_yn .
It is easily found Sx;Sy1:::yn  Sx_yn since item (3.1). Thus, we obtain Sx _
Sy1:::yn  Sx_yn . Assume Sx _ Sy1:::yn D Sb1:::bm for bi 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/; .i D
1; : : : ;m/. By item (3.1), it follows yj  x < b1; .j D 1; : : : ;n  1/ and yn  bt for
some t 2 f1; : : : ;mg. If t ¤ 1, then 0  x ^ yn  b1 ^ bt D 0. So, x ^ yn D 0 is
followed. This causes a contradiction to x ^yn ¤ 0. Moreover, we gain yj  x 
b1 and yn  b1, .j D 1; : : : ;n  1/. Thus, m D 1 holds. In addition, according to
item (3.1) and x _yn  b1, we may present Sx _Sy1:::yn  Sx_yn  Sb1 . Hence,
Sx_yn D Sx _Sy1:::yn holds.
Next, according to Sy1:::yn 1´n Sx;Sy1:::yn , we may indicate that for any_tjD1yij
 p < x or _tjD1yij _ ´n  q < x where fij j j D 1; : : : ; tg  f1; : : : ;n  1g, there
exists s 2 f1; : : : ;n  1g n fij j j D 1; : : : ; tg satisfying ys ^p ¤ 0 or ´n^p ¤ 0 or
ys ^q ¤ 0. Using items (3.15.1) and (3.1), it follows S2;S3  S2_S3.
Step 2.3. Let S2 D Sx1x2:::xm and S3 D Sy1y2:::yn . By item (3.5) and S2^S3 
S2;S3, we follow S2^S3  Syi1 :::yin 1 D Sxj1 :::xjm 1 D Sfy1;:::;yng\fx1;:::;xmg andjfx1; : : : ;xng\fy1; : : : ;yngjDn 1. No matter to suppose fy1; : : : ;yng\fx1; : : : ;xmg
D fy1;y2; : : : ;yn 1g. Thus, we may reveal nDm;xm¤yn, and S2DSy1y2:::yn 1xn ;
S3 D Sy1y2:::yn 1yn .
We will demonstrate
h.xn/D 2 if and only if h.yn/D 2.
In fact, if h.yn/D 2, then by item (3.14) and S2^S3  Sy1:::yn , there is S2^S3D
Sy1:::yn 1 . Meanwhile, Sy1:::yn 1 D S2^S3  S2 D Sy1:::yn 1xn follows h.xn/D 2
by item (3.14).
Similarly, if h.xn/D 2, then h.yn/D 2.
Additionally, if h.yn/D 2, then according to items (3.5) and (3.14) and h.xn/D 2,
we obtain S2^S3 D Sy1:::yn 1  Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn 1yn holds.
When h.yn/D 2 and xn^ynD 0. We will prove Sy1:::ynxn DSy1:::yn_Sy1:::yn 1xn
D S2_S3.
Suppose S 2 Cls.L/ and Sy1:::yn 1xn < S < Sy1:::ynxn . Then, by yp ^ yq D
0;xn^yp D 0;.p¤ qIp;qD 1; : : : ;n/, it follows yj 2 S;.j D 1; : : : ;n 1/ and xn 2
S . Additionally, by the supposition, we decide that there is ´ 2 Ln .A.L/[0/ with
´ < yn satisfying ´^yj D ´^xn D 0;.j D 1; : : : ;n  1/. This implies 2  h.´/ <
h.yn/, a contradiction to h.yn/ D 2. Moreover, Sy1:::yn 1xn  Sy1:::ynxn is real.
Analogously, Sy1:::yn  Sy1:::ynxn is true. Hence, Sy1:::yn_Sy1:::yn 1xn D Sy1:::ynxn
is true and Sy1:::yn ;Sy1:::yn 1xn  Sy1:::yn _Sy1:::yn 1xn holds.
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When h.yn/D 2 and xn^yn ¤ 0.
Since h.xn/D h.yn/D 2 and xn^yn¤ 0 taken together follows xn^yn  xn;yn
and xn^yn 2 A.L/.
We prove Sy1:::yn 1xn _Sy1:::yn D Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/ if yj ^ .xn_yn/D 0;.j D
1; : : : ;n 1/.
Using the (3) in Remark 1, item (3.1) and Definition 1, it is easily to obtain
Sy1:::yn 1xn _ Sy1:::yn D S´1:::´m ; .´i 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/I i D 1; : : : ;m/. According
to ´t ^ ´s D 0;.t; s D 1; : : : ;mI t ¤ s/, we follow yj D j´ ; .j D 1; : : : ;n  1/. In
view of xn ^ yn ¤ 0, we attain xn;yn  ´n. And further, we gain xn _ yn  ´n.
Moreover, we decide Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/  Sy1:::yn _Sy1:::yn 1xn . On the other hand,
combining xn;yn  xn _ yn with items (3.1) and (3.2), we may easily arrive at
Sy1:::yn ;Sy1:::yn 1xn  Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/. So,
Sy1:::yn _Sy1:::yn 1xn  Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/
is followed.
Combining the above, we affirm Sy1:::yn 1xn _Sy1:::yn D Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/.
Using the “Additionally” part in item (3.16.1), we obtain Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn
 Sy1:::yn 1.xn_yn/. Furthermore, we find Sy1:::yn ;Sy1:::yn 1xn  Sy1:::yn 1xn _
Sy1:::yn .
If yj ^.xn__niDmC1yi /D 0;.j D 1; : : : ;m/. Then, using induction on n .mC1/
and the above proof for the case of yj ^ .xn_yn/ D 0;.j D 1; : : : ;n  1/, we may
gain Sy1:::yn 1xn _Sy1:::yn D Sy1:::ym.xn__niDmC1yi /. Applying the “Additionally”
part in item (3.16.2), we gain Sy1:::yn ;Sy1:::yn 1xn  Sy1:::yn 1xn _Sy1:::yn .
When h.yn/ > 2. Applying with the result above, we find h.xn/ > 2. In virtue
of S2 ^ S3  Sy1:::yn D S3 and item (3.14), we obtain S2 ^ S3 D Sy1:::yn 1´n in
which ´n  yn and ´n 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. At the same time, we may attain ´n  xn
since S2 ^ S3  Sy1:::yn 1xn . This follows ´n D xn ^ yn 2 L n .A.L/[ 0/. Fur-
thermore, we reveal Sy1:::yn 1´n  Sy1:::yn 1xn ;Sy1:::yn . Thus, for any _mxiD1yji 
p < xn;_myiD1yki  q < yn, and fji j i D 1; : : :mxg;fki j i D 1; : : : ;myg  f1; : : : ;n 
1g, there is sx 2 f1; : : : ;n  1g n fji j i D 1; : : :mxg; sy 2 f1; : : : ;n  1g n fki j i D
1; : : : ;myg satisfying ysx ^p¤ 0;ysy ^q¤ 0. Owing to items (3.16.2) and (3.1), we
confirm S2;S3  S2_S3 D Sy1:::ym.xn__njDmC1yj /. 
Combining Lemma 6 with Lemma 7, we may express the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let L be an atomistic complete finite lattice with jF 2j  2. Then
Cls.L/ is a geometric lattice if and only if L satisfies items from (3.8) to (3.16).
4. CONCLUSION
To sum up our results, we make the following remarks.
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(1) Though some of conditions in items from (3.8) to (3.16) seem to be complex,
they are actually expressed in a detailed and applicable way. In addition they com-
plete the check process, since items from (3.8) to (3.16) are suitable for finite cases.
Additionally, from Lemma 7, or from the results of Section 2, we can confirm that
items from (3.8) to (3.16) are necessary and essential when we decide the geometry
of Cls.L/ for an atomistic complete finite lattice L.
(2) It is well known that an atomistic complete lattice is finite or infinite. The-
orem 1 and Theorem 2 together answer the open problem of S.Radeleczki for finite
cases. In fact, Theorem 1 is also true for infinite atomistic complete lattice. How-
ever, many preparatory works for Theorem 2 of this paper are proved with inductive
method. This illustrates that Theorem 2 cannot be directly generalized to the infinite
case. Even though, we may hope that the results of this paper will assist the solution
of S.Radeleczki’s open problem for infinite cases. We intend to pursue this line of
research in the future.
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